Continuous support
Our top-notch support team is
there to help you out or guide
you through whenever you
need assistance.

RESERVATIONS
Courts & More

ForeTees Reservations is impressively
ﬂexible and can work with any set of
policies, restrictions or membership types.
You set the rules, we’re going to help you
make it happen.
Tennis Courts
Babysitting
Bocce
Fitness Centers
Simulators
Daycare
Camp
Spas
Pools
Lessons
Equipment Rental
...the list goes on and on

Update + Elevate
foretees.com | sales@foretees.com | 651.433.7605
ForeTees: Pursuing perfection so that we might, eventually, achieve excellence

RESERVATIONS
Courts & More

• Name it and we can get you set up with a reservations system for it.
Tennis Courts, Babysitting, Bocce, Fitness Centers, Simulators, Daycare,
Camp, Spas, Pools, Lessons, Equipment Rental...the list goes on and on,
and in every case we’ve got you covered.
• ForeTees Reservations are impressively ﬂexible and can work with any
set of policies, restrictions or membership types. You set the rules, we’re
going to help you make it happen.
• We partner with you for continuous member satisfaction through nonstop development. You give us feedback and suggestions, we
communicate with our developers and put things into production every
day. Not all suggestions are possible, but we’re an open book and we
want to hear about your experience and how we can improve.
• Continuous support: You’re not nickeled and dimed each time you need
to make a change. Our top-notch support team is there to help you out
or guide you through whenever you need assistance.

Update + Elevate

ForeTees software is ﬂexible. Get in touch and we’ll show you how the right partnership with
technology lets you focus on the important things: relationships and top-notch service for your
members.
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